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Introduction
Between the phospholipid molecules, composing the bilayers of the 

lamellar bodies, are also the surfactant associated proteins, nominated 
surfactant protein. In the last few years they have been the focus of an 
enormous investigative activity [1]. However, their function is still not 
completely clear, although two of them, known to be essential since 
they promote rapid adsorption, a fast formation of a phospholipid 
monolayer at an air-liquid interface. Clark strongly supports the 
functional importance [2]. When the gene for this apoprotein was 
disrupted in mice, lamellar bodies did not form in a normal manner 
in the fatal cells and, in spite of postnatal respiratory efforts, the lungs 
did not become expanded and the neonates succumbed. There are also 
reports that surfactant proteins counteract the surfactant inhibiting 
effect of plasma proteins and that helps combat airway infection. There 
are several excellent reviews on the molecular biology, structure and 
function of the apoproteins. The equivalent surface tension will be very 
much affected by an expansion of the surface area at which a monolayer 
has formed [3]. 

Methodology
As the meniscus of the airway is moving in the direction of the 

alveoli during the initial aeration there is a continuous expansion of the 
conducting airway’s air-liquid interface. The absorbance of amphipathic 
molecules to this expanding surface area may not be quick enough to 
keep up the number of molecules that would be present at the surface 
under equivalent conditions [4]. The intermolecular distance would 
then be greater, resulting in a higher value of surface tension. Once 
the alveolus becomes aerated the surface area is vastly increased and 
when breathing has been established there will be a regular oscillation 
of the surface area, a compression during expiration and an expansion 
during inspiration [5]. This would mean that for the alveolus to remain 
expanded during expiration, it has to be surrounded by a pressure which 
becomes more negative as the alveolar radius diminishes. However, it is 
well known that during expiration trans-mural pressure is diminishing. 
Furthermore, the alveoli will not all be of the same size, and those that 
are smallest are at the greatest risk of collapsing since they require to 
be surrounded by a greater negative pressure to remain expanded [6]. 
Thirty-five years ago there were several established methods to measure 
surface tension, but Clements saw the need for a method to evaluate 
how surface tension was affected when a film, formed at the air-liquid 
interface, was rhythmically compressed and expanded [7]. 
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Discussion
Using the modified wilhelm balance he demonstrated very 

conclusively that lung lavage fluid, when spread over the surface of 
a Langmuir trough, will show a much lower value of surface tension 
when the surface area is compressed than when it is expanded. From 
this observation he drew the conclusion that when the surface area is 
being compressed, as in alveoli during expiration, surface tension will 
be lowered, a phenomenon he suggested would be an anti-atelectasis 
factor [8]. The value might then diminish during expiration, such that 
the need for a negative intra-pleural pressure to maintain alveolar 
expansion would gradually be reduced. When the alveolar surface area 
is expanding, as it will be during inspiration, surface tension increases 
and if augmented more than the radius, the value will increase [9].  The 
reason that amphipathic molecules cause surface tension to change when 
surface area is compressed or expanded has been the subject of many 
studies. A current report gives an excellent review of the most recent 
concepts [10]. The amphipathic molecule is characterized by having a 
polar head which is hydrophilic while the opposite end is hydrophobic, 
and for that reason will be attracted to air. The major component of 
pulmonary surfactant is more than half of that phospholipid has two 
acids constituting the molecule’s hydrophobic end. Palmitic acid is 
a chain which is straight since it has no double bonds [11]. For this 
reason, molecules can be very tightly packed, and when the surface 
area is compressed, forcing the molecules to come even closer together, 
this is mechanically resisted. Clements used the wilhelm balance for an 
evaluation of pulmonary surfactant as shown in (Figure 1). A chemical 
analysis showed him that a major component consisted, and when he 
studied that phospholipid alone, dissolved in hexane, he found, after 
the hexane had evaporated, that the monolayer would exert very high 
surface pressure just as pulmonary surfactant would. Based on that 
observation Clements hypothesized that, since it had been shown 
that premature infants developing the respiratory distress syndrome 
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Abstract
Pulmonary surfactant consists of about phospholipids, amphipathic molecules characterized by having a polar head 

which is hydrophilic, whereas the fatty acids, at the other end of the molecule, are decidedly hydrophobic. Because the 
molecule is partly explicitly hydrophobic it cannot be completely surrounded by water molecules, the fatty acids must 
stay away from the water and they will if they adjoin the fatty acids of other phospholipid molecules. This is probably the 
reason that the molecules, as they are synthesized, form typical arrangements in the moist cytoplasm. They are known 
as lamellar bodies and consist of concentric bilayer shells, layered one outside the other.
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had a surfactant deficiency, it might be possible to prevent and treat 
by supplying to the airways. He organized a clinical trial which was 
carried out in Singapore. Turned out not to be an effective treatment 
probably because its absorbance is extremely slow as shown in (Figure 
2). Nevertheless, the concept to supply surfactant the premature infant 
was missing appeared to be correct [12]. If instilled into the airways 
before the infant takes its first breath, the surfactant might prevent a 
condition which largely develops as a vicious circle. The surfactant 
instillation might preclude from ever being induced. Furthermore, 
there is the possibility that the monolayer is not only at the surface of 
the bubble, but is also extruded into the vertical capillary where it would 
line its inner wall [13]. It is a distinct possibility that surfactant is indeed 
extruded into the vertical capillary, but if that happens it is likely that 
the wall of the capillary eventually becomes saturated, and that would 
impede further extrusion of the bubble monolayer. That assumption 
was supported by experiences with the hypo-phase exchange [14]. An 
active preparation of pulmonary surfactant was studied, and when the 
recording showed that an active surfactant monolayer had formed and 
was lining the bubble, the liquid surrounding it was replaced with saline 
solution. This could be done repeatedly without a significant change of 
the surface tension recording. 

Conclusion
If there had been a continued loss of the monolayer to the capillary 

the tracing would indicate a loss of activity since surfactant molecules 
from the hypo-phase could no longer be replaced. To avoid the 
possibility of a monolayer loss to the capillary was made a modification 
of the pulsating bubble surfact-meter which allows him to study a 
captive bubble. He has also developed an interesting technique to 
evaluate the surface tension existing inside the airways.    
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Figure 1: Wilhelm balance for an evaluation of pulmonary surfactant.

Figure 2: Clinical trial not to be effective treatment.
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